Essextec Technology Briefing

Rein in the Data Storm with Next Generation
Information Architecture
A perfect storm has been brewing. Data has been growing in volume, in arrival rates, and in variety. At the
same time, against the backdrop of this modern data reality, businesses are relying more heavily on ever more
sophisticated analytics. How can enterprises operate efficiently while the data storm continues to gain strength?
This new reality poses many challenges that affect all levels of an organization. Data architects are challenged
with the realities of dealing with large distributed sets of structured and unstructured data. IT operations teams must
deal with new pressures and demands exerted on compute, storage, and network fabrics. Application architects
and developers must solve problems of scale and performance across multiple delivery channels as well as fulfill
employee and customer expectations. Lastly, security divisions must defend, protect, and ensure data. privacy
and security.

Our Offer
Essextec’s office of the CTO would like to extend an offer to your organization’s technology leadership for a ninety
minute briefing. During this briefing will explore the trends and themes that are relevant to today’s information rich
environments.
Essextec will help your organization explore and review:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

The role of hybrid cloud in analytics and Next Generation Information Architecture (NGIA)
Essextec’s reference architecture for big data and analytics platforms
Implementation scenarios specific to your organization
Roadmaps and journeys towards a viable and sustainable enterprise big data vision
Governance and data security considerations and options

Weather the Storm with Essextec’s Insight
NGIA is a new requirement that entails revisiting many of the fundamentals of IT infrastructure layers. Essextec
can demonstrate the benefits of the modern hybrid cloud and how these benefits can be mapped to your
organization and resources.

To take advantage of this offer, contact your Essextec Client Executive
or send an email to: exceed@essextec.com
Essextec offers Cloud, Cognitive, and Cybersecurity solutions delivered by a team of experienced technology and
security experts, business consultants, and industry thought leaders. Our innovative and cognitive era solutions are
uniquely tailored and enable us to provide differentiated value and outstanding business outcomes for each of our
clients. Visit essextec.com
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